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Understanding Design Aesthetics beyond Functional
Beauty Accounts
Comprender la estética del diseño más allá de los enfoques de
belleza funcional
Lucía Jiménez Sánchez*

Abstract
Design is presented as an apt object of aesthetic
appreciation. The nature of its aesthetic dimension
will be developed in terms of the relationship
between form and function. Specially, by looking
at the role that knowledge about function plays
in our design aesthetic judgements. Then, I will
present the dominant view about the aesthetic
value of design coming from functional beauty
accounts. Finally, in the last section, I will
focus upon some problems derived from the
aforementioned integral model form-function in
design aesthetics. By means of practical cases, I
will point to the narrowness of functional beauty
accounts and its inability to include a broader
range of actual design objects and their relevant
design aesthetic properties.
Keywords: design aesthetic value, form-function
relationship, proper function, functional or
dependent beauty, design beauty.

Resumen
El diseño se presenta como un objeto competente
para la apreciación estética. La naturaleza
de su dimensión estética será desarrollada
en términos de la relación entre la forma y la
función, prestando especial atención al rol que el
conocimiento sobre la función juega en nuestros
juicios estéticos de diseño. De modo que expondré
la visión dominante sobre el valor estético del
diseño proveniente de los enfoques de belleza
funcional. En última instancia, me centraré en
algunos problemas derivados del citado modelo
integral forma-función en la estética del diseño.
Mediante el uso de casos prácticos, apuntaré hacia
la limitación de los enfoques de belleza funcional
en vista a su incapacidad para acoger un rango
mayor de objetos de diseño actuales y de sus
propiedades estéticas más relevantes.
Palabras clave: valor estético del diseño, relación
forma-función, función apropiada, belleza
funcional o dependiente, belleza de diseño.

1. Introduction
As an object of philosophical study, design presents a seemingly puzzling nature.
We are all surrounded by design objects: chairs, coffee-pots, Zara heels, cars, Wikipedia,
satellites. However, despite its mundane condition, we rarely speak about them as
being valuable aesthetic objects. As noticeable beautiful treasures. This extraordinary
omission is paradoxical regarding design ordinariness. Fortunately, some philosophers
*
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have recently echoed this fact by pushing the boundaries of philosophical aesthetics
and claiming for design’s importance (Folkman (2013), Forsey (2013), Parsons (2016)).
But, why has design gone so theoretically unnoticed when it was supposedly before
our eyes? As Jane Forsey points out, although this omnipresence of design does not
justify a lack of aesthetic interest, it seems that this same mundane condition explains
why design has been so neglected by traditional aesthetics. Thus, there is no reason to
disregard that we do actually have valuable aesthetic experiences with design objects.
In fact, there are several current aesthetic accounts that are primarily focused on what
is peculiar about the aesthetic appreciation of broadly non-artistic objects –design
objects included. Hence, following these approaches, I will defend the view that design
objects are proper objects of aesthetic appreciation. That means design has a particular
kind of aesthetic value as design.
2. The Object of Design
Design objects are intentional artefacts, products of human intentions that have
been designed with the aim of fulfilling some purpose or function.1 They are mainly
quotidian objects that give shape to our material cultures and whose production is
generally linked to the satisfaction of a particular (set of) function(s). A good example
could be Little Sun Diamond, a solar lamp created by the artist Olafur Eliasson and the
engineer Frederik Ottesen. It is the third member of the Little Sun Family: a basic solar
lamp especially designed to foster sustainable and clean access to electric light in those
parts of the world in which this is still a privilege. This design responds to Olafur’s
commitment with the idea of making something that is “so shared” –as the sunlight
is– a thing that everybody can benefit from.
So, they came up with a portable solar lamp able to be placed in almost any
surface. Its easiness and simplicity of use derives from its double–sided division. From
one side, there is a solar panel that can be effortlessly oriented to the source of the sun.
On the other, there is a bulb integrated within the design of a sunflower or a diamond
(it depends on the model). Thus, the idea about how valuable is the sunlight cleverly
instantiated in the appearance of the lamp as a diamond. As remarked by Riis Ebessen
regarding Olafur’s statement: “Little Sun is a work of art that works in life”. It puts the
power of sun in the palm of your hand.2 This really makes Little Sun Family stand apart
from other conventional or functional solar lamps.3
Design objects are, thus, quotidian and functional objects that can provide us with
familiar aesthetic experiences in our daily lives. Objects belonging to the categories
of product design, interior design, graphic design, fashion design, web design, will
be the objects we will be focusing upon. I mean, designs that designers bring into a
material form.4 Nevertheless, design objects do not have to be quotidian to be design.
1  	 For a strong essentialist approach to function see Parsons, G. 2016. The Philosophy of Design. Cambridge: Polity
Press.
2  	 About communicative complexities both in the material properties of its design and its discursive mediations,
see Riis Ebbesen, T. 2017. “Little Sun: An Indicative Framework for the Analysis of Art and Design Objects”.
Design Issues, vol. 33, num. 1: 48-60.
3 	

What I further underline with this example is that objects with practical functions are good candidates for
aesthetic appreciation when they are not unfairly conceived as mere everyday objects that “say nothing”.

4  	 Although there are other design practices mostly from Design Thinking that focus on developing inmaterial designs
–such as interactive design, service design or system design– here, I will engage with what I consider to be the
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There are lots of design objects that are not part of our daily lives, but that are still
designed, such as particles accelerators or conceptual design cases. The key point for
our approach is that the object of design needs to have a functional dimension as well
as a material form. This is important because what is under dispute is how this material
form and function interrelate in order to constitute the aesthetic dimension of design.
Then, in what way a design object can be said to be beautiful? What is to aesthetically
appreciate a design object?
3. The Aesthetic Dimension of Design: A Form-Function Relationship
We can distinguish at least two main approaches about the aesthetic value of design:
Aestheticism and Functional Beauty Accounts. The first one is a traditional formalist
account that can be called Aestheticism in design. This view focuses on the appreciation
of the design object’s form as treated in isolation from its function. The central claim
of this approach is that form is understood as independent from function because it is
considered as a matter of luck or of the designer’s random choice.5 Following this view,
the aesthetic value of design objects is bound to the formal properties of the object
considered independently from any functional consideration. Therefore, this view
promotes the idea that the aesthetic appreciation of design is only concerned with the
external properties of objects understood as ornament or decoration. Further, another
idea that can be derived from this aestheticist approach is that it turns the practice of
design into a matter of appearances and, consequently, it makes design an added value
of the object; that is, something that can be seen as superfluous or inessential for the
object’s true identity.
The Aestheticist approach also supports its scepticism concerning the pertinence
of the relationship between form and function for design appreciation in the alleged
indeterminacy of function. Thus, their neglect of function as relevant to design
aesthetic judgements is based upon the controversy of the notion of function in itself: it
seems problematic to clarify what exactly is that that the function of an object refers to.
As some philosophers like Roger Scruton (1980) have suggested, function remains an
“obscure notion” for objects that present us with practical aims. Similarly, according to
David Pye (1978), function is a kind of “fantasy” –inasmuch as design objects cannot
be ultimately determined by their successfulness about their deliberate o idealistic
functions. These objections to the notion of function of the design object are often
endorsed by those who defend design aestheticism.
Nevertheless, the problem of ignoring function is that design as a distinctive object
of appreciation seems to “fade away” and not to be properly understood qua design.
In fact, as Forsey notices, if form is understood as independent from other values
–like function– there is no specific aesthetic value we can claim for design: not any
special design beauty. This can be translated into the fact that we can find the same
aesthetic value on a flower, a sonnet or a coffee-pot (as Stecker’s maintains). Then, a
problem for Aestheticism is that, if the aesthetic value of design objects is separable
from its purpose, there is no way to characterize the aesthetic appreciation of design as

basic design case. That is, the one resulted from the practice of design as oriented to the production of an object
to be appreciated as design.
5  	 See Pye, D. 1978. The Nature and Aesthetics of Design. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold.
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involving a particular kind of beauty.6 Following this critical remark about Aestheticism,
I will argue that design objects have a distinct kind of aesthetic value that is somewhat
related to function, but that is not exclusively limited or determined by it.
Still, when we speak about function in the context of design objects’ appreciation,
which function are we talking about? Normally, we are referring to the proper or
purposive function of the object. That is, the function that the object O must meet in
order to belong to a particular kind, C.7 For example, the proper function of a lamp
is to shed light. That does not mean that we cannot ascribe other functions to the
lamp –as when we use it as a coat hanger– but, in that case, these functions are called
accidental functions. Thus, the main question is in which sense is our consideration of
the design object’s (practical) function relevant for its aesthetic dimension?
Looking now to the second predominant approach, the Functionalist Account, it
seems unquestionable that function plays a much more relevant role in the aesthetic
appreciation of design objects. For the Functionalist, the considerations about the
function of a design object can shed some light to our aesthetic appreciation of
design objects. According to this view, design beauty especially arises from a binomial
relationship between form and function as a distinct kind of Functional Beauty.
Functional Beauty approaches try to account for the knowledge that the purported
function satisfied by design objects plays in our aesthetic appreciation of them. They
notice that: “even if everyday objects in themselves are not, as are works of art, highly
charged with meaning, a cognitively rich theory of our everyday aesthetic encounters
can help to explain how it is that such experiences are nonetheless highly meaningful”.8
For that reason, they argue that knowledge about an object’s function can enrich our
aesthetic judgements and make us able to grasp aesthetic properties that design objects
possess as design. One further purpose of this view is to offer a substantive judgement of
the aesthetic achievement. That is, an aesthetic judgement based upon our knowledge
concerning the functional success of the object. Aesthetically appreciating the object
under the thought of the function it is meant to perform enriches in some way the
aesthetic judgement and makes it less uncertain. Moreover, this seems to be coherent
with design theoretical needs. Thus, in order to correctly appreciate a design object, we
need to consider the relationship between its form and its intended function. Aesthetic
value (design beauty) will emerge once we grasp a particular fitting relationship
between these two elements that constitute the aesthetic appreciation of design.
Following this approach, and after having explained how our design aesthetic
judgements can be partly determined by the particular relationship between form
and function, we can conclude that function can be relevant to our design aesthetic
judgement insofar as it makes us recognize some significant aesthetic properties
of design objects. This means to acknowledge that intended function is part of the
content handled by design aesthetic judgements. In what follows, we will focus upon
the especial aesthetic attention that functional accounts grant to (practical) function
and upon their account of beauty in design.
6  	 See Forsey, J. 2013. The Aesthetics of Design. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
7  	 “The most basic idea behind the notion of a proper function is the idea that it is the function that belongs to the
object itself ”. Cited in Carlson, A. and Parsons, G. 2008. Functional Beauty. New York: Oxford University Press.
pp. 66.
8  	 Carlson, A., Parsons, G. 2008. Functional Beauty. New York: Oxford University Press, p.195.
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4. The Functional Approach: Functional Beauty Accounts
As I said before, Functional Beauty accounts hold that appreciating certain
aesthetic properties requires appreciating the design object as designed for a particular
function. Parsons & Carlson (2008) and Stephen Davies (2010) agree that it is “a
kind of beauty that objects exhibit by virtue of the kind of function they have and
whose appreciation requires knowledge about its function”.9 For P&C, our aesthetic
judgements must be based on a perceptual experience of the object’s appearance as
seeing under the corresponding ‘functional category’ we apply to the object. In these
sense, they adapt Kendall Walton’s ‘art categories’ view (1964) for functional objects.
Thus, following this view, we can perceive the relationship between a particular form
and the function for which the object has been designed. For example, we can perceive
that the form of a lamp is appropriate for the kind of thing it is if it seems to be able to
give light. That means that form is eloquent with respect to the function that it serves.
And the lamp, let’s say, seems to be apt or “looks fit” for its purpose.
But, then we can pose the following question: how can function shape our aesthetic
appreciation of form? Following some authors (Externalist), function can do this in
an indirect manner, following others (Internalist), function shape our perception of
form in a direct manner. Among the former, we can locate Externalists, such as Paul
Guyer (2002), who defend that function can only “negatively” shape the form in which
an object can be considered beautiful. That means that, function is peripheral and is
not intimately connected to what makes an object beautiful. So, knowing the object’s
proper function can only enable us to discard those forms that are inappropriate for
a given purpose; however, this knowledge cannot by itself determine whether an
object of design is to be judged as beautiful. On the other hand, Internalists maintain
that function is integral to the object’s correct appreciation. Actually, they claim that
form and function are the same thing. That means that knowledge about the function
of an object affects our aesthetic perception and judgement of it. For Internalists,
function plays an active role: it changes the properties we can perceive in the object –its
appearance– making us see it beautiful. This is the integral relationship defended for
design aesthetic judgements.
Following this approach, functional beauty judgements are based on the perception
of the connection between non-aesthetic properties and the function of an object. That
is, a theory of the kind “X functions beautifully”. We can say that certain features of an
object are attractive given a particular function. Then, the object displays its functionality
by means of those indicative features. And, consequently, beauty arises from our
consideration of the function in itself related to form.10 The key point for functional
beauty judgements is the way in which function is to be understood. As Parsons &
Carlson explain: “an understanding of function can affect perceptual appearance, but

9  	 In De Clercq, R. 2013. “Reflections on a Sofa Bed: Functional Beauty and Looking Fit”. Journal of Aesthetic
Education, vol. 47, num. 2: 35-48. However, what P&C stress is the need for knowledge about the object’s
functional fulfillment. That is a stronger condition for design beauty since that knowledge about the design object
is much more specific: we must recognize how it is for the object to successfully work as the kind of thing it is.
10  

“Recall again the truism that aesthetic pleasure is pleasure taken in the perceptual experience of an object per se.
If we do not know what we are saying when we say ‘X is functionally beautiful’, perhaps what we are actually
describing is pleasure taken, not in X’s perceptual appearance per se, but in some gratification of our needs and
desires that X’s appearance indicates for us”. In Carlson, A. and Parsons, G. 2008. Functional Beauty. New York:
Oxford University Press.
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only when it includes understanding of how function is carried out, rather than merely
what it is”.11 That means that it is just not enough to identify the function of a particular
object, but rather to recognize the role the object is supposed to perform (a knowledge
that we can gain, for instance, with the practical use of the object). So, functional
knowledge can directly contribute to a positive aesthetic judgement in that way.12 After
all, what functionalism holds is a relationship between practical and aesthetic value out
of which beauty arises naturally.
5. A Kind of Dependent Beauty for Design
Taking into consideration this integral binomial model, Jane Forsey has defended
a special kind of functional beauty for design: what she calls Dependent Beauty. On
Forsey’s view, instead of stressing the fact that the object successfully fulfils its function,
it is more relevant for design appreciation to stress the way in which the form actually
performs it. That means that dependent beauty arises partly from the contingency of the
object’s form in relation to its function. Accordingly, our aesthetic judgement will be
about this indeterminacy of form with regard to an object’s functional kind. In other
words, it will be about judging a particular formal solution among all the possible ways
in which this form can be solved for a proper function. How is this so? According to
Forsey, the aesthetic judgement of design objects is to be reflexive upon the object’s
“teleological style”; that is, it must result from the reflection upon the way in which the
object fulfils its purposive function. As a distinct kind of functional beauty, dependent
beauty emphasizes the idea that what makes an object of design beautiful is the
economy or frugality of the solution regarding form, rather than its functional role.
Consequently, when we perceive the proper beauty of design, form should be as simple
as possible. And, that, furthermore, is the reason why the object looks fit. For instance,
think about “the sexiest chair of the world”, the Panton Chair by Verner Panton (figure 1).

Panton Chair, Verner Panton (1960)

11

Ibid., p.94.

12  

Nevertheless, to know how an object functions is not the same as to “attest” that it functions. Knowledge about
function helps us to perceive features related to functionality. But we do not have to test the object’s functionality
in a practical sense. This is another question about what makes a design a good one, but not necessarily an
aesthetic question.
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However, Parsons (2016) has criticized this view by arguing that it will be a narrow
way of understanding design aesthetics. He claims that, following Forsey’s approach,
we would only positively appreciate cases of design in which properties of the object
are standard for the kind of thing the design object is (that is, those properties that
would be standard for the functional category in which the object under appreciation
is included). In this sense, we would just consider the features of the object that seem to
fit for a particular function; that is, the ones that apparently would be more appropriate
for its functional kind. However, this only leaves room for the aesthetic properties
related to the object’s ‘looking fit’ aspect, since what we perceive is the object’s formal
‘correctness’. But what about those features that seem to be unfit or variable for a proper
function? As Parsons explains, there are cases in which properties are perceived as
contra-standard or variable for a certain functional category. That means that features
of the object seem to look unfit or inapt for the functional kind to which the object
supposedly belongs. In those cases of (formal) unfitness we can perceive a different
aesthetic property called “looking unfit”.13
The point then turns to what is to be an “appropriate” formal solution for a design
object. On Forsey’s less restrictive view, since form is contingent regarding an object’s
proper function, there is no constraint upon which properties can be considered as
the focus of aesthetic attention. In fact, after her view, all features might look fit for
a function as long as the object works. As described before, beautiful design objects
will be those that stand out as simple or sophisticated formal solutions. Following a
different line, Parsons focused upon cases where, despite the object being apparently
“inappropriate” for its function, the object’s form is actually functionally appropriate.
Thus, judgments about an object’s functionality can be more trustful when we are
to judge design from an aesthetic point of view. This knowledge determines a higher
range of qualities that can count as standard, contra-standard and variable to a given
functional category and can help us locate the object’s form in the right functional
framework. However the differences between Parsons and Forsey, both share the idea
that an object’s function determines the aesthetic properties the object possesses qua
design and, furthermore, that whatever form that seems to properly satisfy a purposive
function, will result in the object’s possession of the aesthetic property of looking fit/
unfit. That means, eventually, that this property is necessary for design beauty.14
To sum up, why does this binomial model (form-function) fits well with design?
Because, insofar as it takes into account design’s essential practical function, it can
appropriately ground the aesthetic judgement of design objects qua design and,
furthermore, it can explain the normative character of the aesthetics judgements of
design objects by attending to the kind of thing design is. At least, the approach does
not contemplate the aesthetic appreciation of design as a matter of (formal) beauty
alone. Instead, it is a question about how form conveys something else, such as a
function (design) or a meaning (in the case of art) and how it does this by fitting within
13  

P&C mention the Schreckgost’s chair as a case of unfitness, though is not a different perception from the first time
the Panton Chair was made public.

14  

As Rafael De Clercq remarks, “looking fit” entails a strong condition (for design) since an object has to appear to
have certain features which are indicate of functionality. But this is problematic once he shows that perceptual
properties are not reliable ‘indicatives’ of functionality. Against the necessity of looking fit for Functional Beauty
see De Clercq, R. 2013. “Reflections on a Sofa Bed: Functional Beauty and Looking Fit”. Journal of Aesthetic
Education, vol. 47, num. 2: 35-48.
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a particular kind of artefact. Ultimately, working well means it has to be that way.15
6. Main Problems for Any Functional Beauty Account
As far as it goes, Functional Beauty accounts seem to catch what is specific for
design beauty judgements. However, we believe this model presents some problems
when compared to our actual design appreciative practice:
i) Practical function is not essential to design beauty
The first main problem can be stated as follows: How shall we deal with cases that
are apparently beautiful –attractive, appealing, etc.– as design but that are clearly nonfunctional or that fail to accomplish its proper function as presumably practical? Can in
that case a design object be functionally beautiful? Let’s look at Katerina Kamprani’s
Uncomfortable Chair 3. One from The Uncomfortable Collection (2012) that is composed
by deliberately inconvenient everyday objects such as glasses, forks, umbrellas, doors
or pots. This uncomfortable chair made in rough textured plastic has been designed
with a concaved form seat so that it seems to be impossible to sit down without falling
into the ground. In that sense, what this chair tries to attempt to is against the ‘proper’
function of a chair conventionally conceived as a (comfortable) place to sit down.
Hence, there is no practical function for this chair. What would the functionalist say
about this design object? Following the form/function binomial model, this object,
considered as a chair, couldn’t be, properly speaking, judged as beautiful. At most
they may say that this chair might be a beautiful case considered as a different kind
of thing –an artwork for instance– but not qua design. The reason behind this claim
is that it is not a functional object in a practical sense. On one hand, some of its most
relevant chair’s features are contra-standard and variable for a chair’s functional kind
so accordingly the chair does not appear to be functional. On the other, there is no way
we can sit down in it without risking our back. So, on both Parsons’s and Forsey’s
criteria, this case would have to be judged as aesthetically unpleasant.
However, there is no problem on claiming that this chair might be a beautiful design
object –and maybe its beauty is not unconnected to its ‘inaptness’– while, at the same
time, recognizing the role that knowledge about function plays in our design aesthetic
judgements –that it integrally affects our perception of the object. This knowledge
concerning the functionality of the object is related to our perception the form of
the chair to the extent that the chair does not only apparently seem to be inapt for its
conventional or practical function but also, we know that it cannot work for that task.
Since it does not practically function as a chair, it cannot be a case of the object’s merely
looking unfit. It is a non-functional design object that nonetheless can be beautiful as
design by being quite “dysfunctional”. Although this claim disputes with the idea that
design objects are only the ones that have practical functions. Beautifully said, the
point is that functional accounts are not consistent with design cases in which aesthetic
judgments are not entirely supported by the object’s practical or functional success.
Yet, we can go further with another chair case. One in which we can sit down but
which is not to sit down either. Consider This is a Lamp by Tobias Wong. In this case,
Wong transforms the iconic Bubble Club chair –originally designed by Phillippe Starck–
15  

Let’s keep in mind that this integral model is not exclusive of functional beauty accounts. A similar form-content
model also can work for art as Peter Lamarque suggests for poetry (2018).
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into a lamp. What he aims is to question the notion of authorship by denying the
proper function of the original design. Actually, his work can be understood as being
guided by an intention closer to the kind of intention issuing in conceptual art. Here
the point is that we have no problem in perceiving the aesthetic property of looking fit
for the object. Insofar as it is an instance of the Bubble Club model it is both functional
as a chair and as a lamp –it serves the function of sitting down and it shines. However,
as the kind of thing it is –a Wong’s lamp– its proper function is a different –and more
complex- one: that is, challenging authorship in design by turning a recognizable chair
into a lamp. Then, the problem arises from the fact that if This is a Lamp somehow
questions the notion of function in design and, what is more, it does so without being
a dysfunctional object. One can sit down on it. Moreover, it gives light too (though
function is not technically, but theoretically, denied). So, This is Lamp functions at the
same time – and is appreciable– as a chair, as lamp and as an idea. In fact, it is difficult to
come with a single functional beauty judgement resulting from the consideration of the
object’s form and its intended function. Following the Functional Beauty Account, this
judgement is to be based on some correspondence between certain perceptual features
and a particular function, how shall we judge whether this object is it “functionally
appropriate” as design in this case? There are some interferences in the judgement of
perceptual correspondence. In this sense, complex cases in which the object’s functions
(not all practical functions) are so intermingled cannot be well accommodated within
the model of functional beauty judgements.
Nevertheless, to deny that judgments about the successful functionality of an
object are necessary for a design object to be properly appreciated as beautiful does
not involve giving up on the idea that essential or original functions are relevant to
design beauty. Despite Forsey’s and Parsons’s commitment with the idea that practical
function provides the key aspect that distinguishes design objects from other kinds
of artifacts –like artworks or craft objects–, the aforementioned cases problematize
the way in which they conceive the impact of judgements about functionality upon
aesthetic judgements of design objects. Albeit function must be certainly taken into
account when aesthetically appreciating design objects, it does not determine by itself
alone whether a particular design object deserves aesthetic praise or dismissal.
As we have seen, deciding which is the proper function of an object leads to the
problem of indeterminacy for functional beauty accounts. Briefly, this problem challenges
the idea that an object’s proper function can be fully determined. Thus, there are some
counter-examples coming from the consideration of some multifunctional artefacts –
mostly from architecture– that introduce a serious problem to the Functional Accounts.
This problem revolves on the idea that design objects are identified by a single
functional purpose.16 This is an open critical line from where this integral relationship
between form and function can also be discussed. For instance, it introduces that not
only proper function is responsible of design beauty but accidental functions too.
Taking into consideration what the aforementioned cases show, I want to underlie
that even when the Functional Beauty Accounts cannot welcome our first case because

16  

For a cogent approach to interlaced functions in multifunctional artifacts where ‘shortal’ concepts relative to
essential or original functions are defended as determinant to aesthetic appreciation see De Clercq, R. 2013.
“Reflections on a Sofa Bed: Functional Beauty and Looking Fit”. Journal of Aesthetic Education, vol. 47, num. 2:
35-48.
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it is not functional as design, we could argue for a positive aesthetic appreciation of this
object as design. The same concern is identified in the second case. In that case, in spite
of being a functional design object, it seems that what is primarily appreciable is the
idea with which the designer has produced the object. Actually, our judgement about
its beauty is to be attached to the reflection it triggers, rather than on its successfully
giving light or on being so comfortable. On my view, in those cases the binomial model
form-function is problematic for our design aesthetic judgements. In fact, if we stick to
the Functional Beauty Account, the range of design objects that could be welcome as
aesthetically good design would be very narrow, partly because the scope of relevant
features is limited to functional ones. But, as the examples analysed above show, we
need a broader understanding of design aesthetic appreciation if we are to explain our
positive aesthetic evaluation of design objects whose aesthetic value cannot be merely
cashed out in terms of form/function.
ii) Expressive properties are relevant to design aesthetic judgements
On the other hand, there is another idea that shapes the functional view that I find
especially problematic. This view takes as obvious the fact that people mainly find
pleasurable objects that look “highly fitting” for its function. And, furthermore, they
consider this pleasure is an aesthetic pleasure. However, two things could be said in
relation to this claim. First, it seems we need an argument that shows that a judgement
based on the perceived functional fittingness is an aesthetic judgement. And, second,
we need an argument to show that only judgments concerning the functionality of an
object are to be relevant for the aesthetic appreciation of design objects.
As we have seen, both P&C and Forsey tend to collapse judgments of functionality
with judgments of beauty. Nevertheless, as we have tried to show, taking into
consideration that the object’s functional success does not fully govern our design
aesthetic judgments, there is room to argue for a broader notion of design beauty.
Second, there is no reason why this pleasure has to be understood exclusively in terms
of fittingness. There are other kind of properties –which are not strictly speaking based
on functional considerations, such as expressive properties– that may be part of the
aesthetic appreciation of design objects. The Functional Beauty Account is wrong in
thinking that aesthetic judgements which are partly based on functional considerations
are to be exclusively based on those kinds of considerations.17 Let us call this the problem
of exclusivity of functional beauty accounts.
This problem arises from the idea that only functional considerations are legitimate
to our design aesthetic judgments and, consequently, that any other consideration
beyond the satisfaction of a function by a particular form only blurs what is really
important to our aesthetic appreciation of design objects. So, this narrow appreciative
focus excludes all expressive design properties that do not seem to directly bear in
favor of the functional success of the object. But if we think, for example, on the
variety of ornaments that can be appreciated in everyday objects (in forks, chairs, cars,
buildings…) and that cannot be properly perceived in relation to the satisfaction of a
17  

At the end, this exclusive character of functional accounts is based upon the guarantee that some apparent
features of the object are indicative of functionality (that there is a kind of translation between functional features
into formal features). This way relevant aesthetic properties will always reveal the object’s functional condition.
Although this idea has been recently challenged in De Clercq, R. 2013. “Reflections on a Sofa Bed: Functional
Beauty and Looking Fit”. Journal of Aesthetic Education, vol. 47, num. 2: 35-48.
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particular ‘functional’ form, we soon realize that the Functional Account falls sort of
giving these aspects their due role in our aesthetic appreciation. Why should not they
be considered as part of the aesthetic pleasure provided by the object? How can an
object work poorly for that matter? In this regard, it seems unfair to disregard properties
that do not appear to contribute to the functional fulfilment of an object and to deprive
them of their role in our aesthetic appreciation of design beauty.18
This idea can be nicely supported by Hella Jongerious designs. Among her
huge collection of design objects, we find Nymphenburg Sketches (2004), a series of
unexpected Animal Bowls. They are common bowls that contains sculpted animals
from the Nymphenburg’s Animal Archive and which are narratively decorated with
original patterns from the company’s cups and saucers. The peculiarity of this design
is that the sculpted animals have a huge size and they almost occupy the entirely useful
surface of the bowl. That is seemingly a difficult design object to be integrated in our
everyday crockery. But, nevertheless, these bowls’ expressive properties seem to make
them specially aesthetically appreciable. As Jongerious declares about her designs,
here what we have is an usable object that seem to tell their own story. She adds further
that this is possible because useful objects are highly saturated with references so it
is possible to communicate new stories about them –and through them– by making
explicit reference to their specific moments of production in history and their contexts
of use. In this sense, functionality isn’t really that important because you could think
of a different function for a bowl or a cup.19 So, following these suggestions, we would
endorse a view of design aesthetic appreciation where there is room for expressive
design attempts beyond design functional interests.
Therefore, under our proposal, if we appreciate the object of design qua design,
those expressive properties can be considered aesthetic properties while still playing their
expressive role. That is, they do not necessarily feature in our aesthetic appreciation of
design in a detrimental way.20 The fact that they are not explained in functional terms
does not mean they are not central aspects of the appreciation of design qua design.
After all, it seems that the pleasure of beauty in design does not always come with
the fact of perceiving the aesthetic property of “looking fit”.21 That means that our
aesthetic judgement still maintains a certain autonomy with regard to function (that
the link is not so intimate in all cases).
At the same time, this question connects with a peculiar trait that I think to be
crucial for modernist design approaches. As a rule, functionalist approaches maximize
simplicity and minimalism as the most relevant design aesthetic features.22 And they
18  

As Stephen Davies claims: “the aesthetic interest of a given kind of item depends mainly on its variable properties,
especially as regards its representational content and expressive character”. In Davies, S. 2010. “Functional
Beauty Examined”. Canadian Journal of Philosophy, vol. 40, num. 2: 315-332.

19 		 (Italics are mine). In Coles, A. 2007. “Louise Schouwenberg: A conversation with Hella Jongerious that might
have taken place (2003)” in DesignArt, London: Whitechapel Gallery and The MIT Press, pp. 89.
20

Towards the idea of design as an art practice that can be ‘expressive’ see Shiner, L. 2015. “Art Scents: Perfume,
Design and Olfactory Art”. British Journal of Aesthetics, vol. 55, num. 3: 375-392.

21

However, this does not mean that fitness is one thing and somehow beauty an additional virtue of the useful
object.

22  

As if “designers are bound to realize that is their task to explain the nature of the object by its appearance, that is,
to create a pattern of visual forces correspondent to the physical pattern which is characteristic for the functioning
of the object”. In Arnheim, R. 1964. “From Function to Expression”. Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vol.
23, num. 1: 29-41.
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succeed in so doing by downplaying the importance of other traditional aesthetic
design values, such as artistic elements and the traces of the designer’s self-expression
(think for example in the Arts&Crafts movement). Thus, to adopt simplicity as the
major value of design practice disables design to convey certain valuable content as,
for example, the one related to expression. In fact, if we consider again Little Sun
Diamond, we realize that its form and its proper appreciation requires more than mere
functional consideration. Why to complicate its form by making it metaphorical if
not for saying something more than “the whole point is to give light”?23 What should
we say about these expressive properties and their role in the aesthetic appreciation
of design objects? The main idea is that to take function as the only reason for design
beauty ignores the possibility of accounting for certain expressive properties that
surely lie beyond considerations about an object’s proper function. As a consequence,
all functional approaches relegate design to a mute condition. That is so because –as
functional objects– design objects do not need to express more than their ‘practical’
function (or anything that does not contribute to it), which in turn eventually means
that they cannot be beautiful qua design for other reasons than functional ones.
My point is that we can go further than the Functional Beauty account allows
once we see the limitations of this model and the objection against the exclusivity
of its cognitive commitment with respect to functional beauty. As I have tried to
show, the model is too narrow because for it, eventually, the correctness of functional
beauty judgements rests upon the object’s functionality as a necessary and sufficient
condition. However, as I have tried to show with the aforementioned cases, there is
also a relevant content to our aesthetic judgement beyond the practical function of
the object of design: a content which can be characterized in terms of its expressive,
historical and social properties.
7. Conclusions
To summarize, the functional view focuses upon the understanding of how function
can affect our perception of an object’s form and, thus, can determine its aesthetic value.
For the aesthetic theory of design, the idea that form’s appreciation can be determined
by functional considerations is welcome. However, I find problematic and disputable
that the aesthetic judgement of design becomes exhausted in the appreciation of form
as fit or unfit.
For that matter, the proper aesthetic framework we need for design appreciation
goes beyond its functional dimension. Hence, I argue that design beauty is not only
grounded upon perceptual properties of the object, that is, on a kind of formalism
supported by function, but also upon a broader scope of appreciative properties for
design –such as expressive properties. That means that the aesthetic dimension of
design is so rich that it overflows the functional view.
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“Lo impreso exige una humildad de espíritu por cuya falta muchas de
las bellas artes se tambalean ahora en experimentos de autoconciencia
y sensiblería. No hay nada simple ni aburrido en lograr una página
transparente. La ostentación vulgar es el doble de fácil que la disciplina”.
Beatrice Warde, The Crystal Goblet,
or why printings should be invisible (1930)
“El diseño que es objetivo, comprometido con el bien común,
bien compuesto y delicado, constituye la base del comportamiento
democrático”.
Josef Müller-Brockmann, Grid and Design Philosophy (1981)
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